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What if? What if we have a vaccine? The kind that works. One that stops Covid-19, crushes it, crushes it and teaches it the lesson of its life. Don't leave me alone! yep, that's what today's rally was all about, a virtual dry run for the potential success of the vaccine that Moderna (MRNA) could produce en
masse by the end of the year. Who can blame an unbridled eager buyer? A modern, revolutionary new pharmaceutical company that uses artificial intelligence and Amazon 's (AMZN) online services to speed up the vaccine to what might otherwise take years to develop is heading for phase two trials of
its vaccine. More importantly, it describes the early summer experiments. It's really warp speed fast and you can believe if it works and we don't see any serious side effects in the first three or four months of the phase, we're in line for an anti-Covid-19 force field. Today's rally is what it looks like. It's a dry
run for a big win and it's powerful, all comprehensive and proof of the idea that you had to buy, not sell at the heart of the pandemic. That you have to ignore tomorrow's terrible Department of Labor non-farm pay number because it's a rearview mirror because the bottom of the U.S. economy has been put
in and the good news is around the corner. Now that you've heard the Pangloss vision behind our endless rally, which has lifted the Nasdaq back flat, I'm going to give you a more plausible explanation for the action. Firstly, it is possible, given that we are reopening the economy, that April marked the
basis of many industries, from toys to waste collection and even to the aviation sector. The hard-headed CEO of Raytheon Technologies (RTX) told us this morning on Squawk on the Street. Admittedly, it is based on the idea that it couldn't be worse than April, as hardly anyone bothered to fly at all, which
is not very positive for Raytheon-made passenger planes, including most engines. Secondly, we get a little normality. As limited as it is, there are restaurants that are open, admittedly a little fewer tables, perhaps too little to survive, but who knows the government will give you eight weeks of payroll and
expenses if your small restaurant stays in business. Shouldn't you be trying? We know that Wynn (WYNN), a giant casino operator, has a highly thought-out plan to open its casinos, assisted by georgetown and Johns Hopkins experts. They're not kidding. Count me as a believer. On Thursday morning, I
got an e-mail called It's The Right Sport is back... There is a big UFC 249 fight between two undoubtedly fantastic rivals on September 9. It seems that at least some sports professionals have figured out how to do Can basketball, baseball or football be far behind? Maybe someone's figured out how to
actually do professional sports. Is that why Disney's (DIS) stock is going up, not down after its suboptimal quarter? Thirdly, we know that the reopening of America is full of the possibility of another eruption in Covid-19 deaths, but maybe, maybe, the torch won't happen. The president, hate him or like him,
has said it's worth the risk of opening up and not getting a Great Depression. It may well mean the bottom has been put in. At least this time we know the pattern. Fourthly, oil, which had plummeted to minus $37 a barrel, has risen steadily into the mid-20s. I know it's nowhere near the '30s that would take
the bankruptcies we've been waiting for off the table. Remember that for many hedge funds, oil is a barometer of activity, and it is indeed a sign of the success of the reopening. It is huge, given how the decline seemed disastrous. Fifthly, we do not have a vaccine yet, but we have the potential for a
shorter stay in a deadly hospital due to the early success of Gilead (GILD) remdesivir. Earlier this week, Regeneron (REGN) announced that it is attractively close to a monoclonal antibody creation that can help fight the disease when you catch it. Perhaps their drug can work side by side with remdesivir
to create a powerful cocktail, such as a drink that turned AIDS from a death sentence into a controllable disease. Sixth, we have companies that flourish with new words, such as ServiceNow (NOW) and Salesforce.com (CRM), which have figured out how to reopen in a thoughtful and productive way.
That is why their stockpiles have been on fire recently and cannot be stopped even on the worst days. The moves are downright amazing, including today's run on cloud transmitter Twilio (TWLO). Finally, there is economic activity. We're seeing Home Depot (HD) rally stock for days and days. Stanley
Black and Decker (SWK) shares are flying. Perhaps there may even be a garden season, often thought of as the chain's Christmas? The housebuilders seem to have hit some kind of bottom. It's a big economic rope. I don't know if this is just nonsense. It is quite possible that Moderna's vaccine will not
work. It is too new a way to fight the new coronavirus. Maybe it won't be effective in a few weeks. Maybe it makes some people sick. Vaccines can take years to develop. So much more can go wrong than right when you inject a healthy human poison. Opening up land can be premature. There is more
testing and more contact tracing for successful openings in other economies. You know who has it, which helps you not get it. Masks that seem so repulsive to many in this country, President, they're standard. Some states remain prone to infections, hospitalization and deaths. As the pandemic rages, it
seems unwise to throw more people statewide into the inferno. And the joy of the market may be more of a lack of investment options or a willingness of money managers to keep up with averages or the cash flow that has gone to growth managers who won during the April romp, which is the best in
decades. Me? I want to stick to the mantra that I own the shares that are successful in the recession, but I can also do good if we really get out of the abyss. I do not want airline shares, although it would be a miracle if the Oracle of Omaha were to market the bottom with a 10% sale of the big four airlines.
I don't want to mess with companies that have challenged balance sheets where dividends are at stake, and the only example is the Walt Disney company because of its iconic brand. You still can't get me to recommend a hotel share or banks. But I'm going to have a meeting. It's based on hope, and this
time hope doesn't hang on a cracking branch. It hangs on a branch that can last, and even if it isn't, it's no longer a death sentence for so many who fall to the ground. (Amazon, Salesforce and Disney are holdings in Jim Cramer's Action Alerts PLUS member club. Do you want to be alerted before Jim
Cramer buys or sells these shares? Read more now.) Unless... I keep thinking that the market is a if not market, like, we go higher unless this or it happens that can derail us. My problem? There are plenty of stables that make me a little worried, even though we've been having slow days and working with
the dfraid over-the-top ace conditions. On this ho-hum day, let me tick some of the väätki that should be on your radar screen - even if you're a raging, snorting, stigmatising bull - unless you're a Norman, a breeding bull we brought in to saturate our late long horn, Ambush, and he just attacked around in
vain. First except: Boeing (BA) . We interviewed Gary Kelly, ceo of Southwest Airlines (LUV) on Thursday, and somehow he was able to make a good quarter despite a ton of reliance on grounded max planes. Gary's not happy. He talked about how earnings would have been dramatically higher if MAX
flew, such a large number that I could easily see a 52-week high. He pledged allegiance to MAX and, perhaps more importantly, to Boeing itself as a great American company. Getting the plane back in the air is the most important thing that can happen to help Southwest and all the other airlines that
depend on Max. If you knew when it was coming back, you'd buy this stock aggressively, especially since he said he was confident that when this plane passes the inspection, the public will. it hurts to fly. Fly. He said the pilots know and would do nothing to harm themselves or passengers. At the same

time, we received an upgrade from Morgan Stanley to General Electric's (GE) stock, believing that a turnaround is at hand. Long-term care insurance concerns? Sounds like they're finally behind the company. The black hole that was power? It's being repaired, and it shouldn't be a problem. What about
the Mac Daddy Division? It's untouchable, it couldn't be better, it's the perfect winner. It's the perfect winner unless Boeing gets the plane certified. GE is one of a huge number of journalists who won't be able to make estimates unless this damn thing gets back on the line. The President is right: Boeing
may be ingesting up to half a point of gross domestic product away from the growth of this country. Southwest and GE are among numerous other companies that will be major investments unless the Federal Aviation Administration approves MAX by July, an outside date given to us by management. We
can only hope that the date is UPOD, the under-promised and overdelivery deadline that seasoned hand David Calhoun, the CEO - who Gary Kelly, by the way, liked - gave us in Wednesday's much-praised conference call. One of the most important facts about this market is that despite hours of hitting
President Donald Trump by Democrats in the House of Representatives, Republicans seem to be fully united in the fact that the whole shebang is a witch hunt. It's as if we have a why bother account of only the third impeachment this nation has ever had. Hate him or like him, Trump has proven brilliant
for the economy and astounding for the stock market. Who could ever think that such a monumental event could be a sideshow to stocks? Unless... Democrats have some kind of smoking gun, some witness, a piece of paper that no one has seen that makes the case open and closed, or at least open
enough to get some Republicans to break ranks with the leadership. Without an exhibition, it's shocking yawning. Unless. The coronavirus is a frightening issue, especially now that wuhan, a city of 11 million people, is closed. A total of 23 million people are practically quarantined in the country. The
disease is not something from The Stand, Steven King's most chilling book about a virus that is deadly to almost everyone, it's also not Ebola, which had a feared mortality rate, and it's not SARS. Some wonder if it's even as bad as some of the flus that have gone where we wait to die when they strike.
Still, it's scary, even though the number of victims is low. History is that we have brought these pandemics under control very quickly. Unless the Chinese authorities are telling the truth about mortality rates, they are not. has been open about how easily the disease can spread. Nothing is more important
than human life, but this is a period in China known for travelling and eating and consuming. If the history is right, we should not worry about this disease, because it is under control. The coronavirus is still unknown, and unless they get it under control, the financial vibrations will be quite significant for
hotels, casinos, cruises, luxury good manufacturers and airlines. Do you know that Apple (AAPL) stock is now the largest in every major index? That makes sense. The company sells the most beloved products I've ever seen and is now attached to the revenue stream of the service, which can grow by a
second. Given the level of customer satisfaction, we should soon be able to model the lifetime value for each phone sold. Credit card, Apple TV, Apple Care, Cloud backup, eleven, everything is fine or even great. Unless we've misjudged demand, which could cause this hot stock to be crushed. I have
been taught that when you have such convictions during the quarter and year, like me, there are people who are arrogant and who pile up at the last minute, and they are your enemies if there is a deficit at all. One thing's for sure: This stock can't handle disappointment, and due to its size, averages can't
handle it either. The economic background of this country is quite close to perfect. We have nice growth, we don't have inflation, and we have an Fed that's willing to support us, so there's no slowdown. Like two years ago next week, the super bowl lead. That's when the employment rate got too hot and
we lost the Fed as a friend. This triggered volatility strategies (VIX. X), which put pressure on the S&amp;P 500. We have clear sailing right now unless history repeats itself. We could play this game all the time, but I just want to point out that the longer we go higher, the more likely we are we won't be
able to afford unless - let alone two or three unless. So when you are too cocky, when you turn into Norman the bull remember, you are fine unless these very large stumbling blocks are hit and the bear wakes up from extended sleep. (Apple is part of Jim Cramer's Action Alerts PLUS member club. You
want to be alerted before Jim Cramer buys it or sells it? Read more now.) now.)
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